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INSCRIPCIÓN

Provide the necessary tools to inform, inspire and entertain
your audience

How to engage your audience from the very beginning.

Pay attention to body language

How to use visual aids effectively.

How to guide your audience throughout your speech.

How to deal with questions from the audience.

Define the stages and elements of the negotiation process

Develop the skills and techniques of a successful negotiator

Identify optimal win-win solutions in negotiations and make
profitable deals

Differentiate negotiation styles and mental models, analyze
their own and their partner’s behaviour in negotiations

Learn about cross-cultural differences in negotiations

MODULE 1

MODULE 2

OBJECTIVES

Fecha: 19 al 29 septiembre del 2022 (lunes a jueves)
Horario: 09:00 - 14: 00 
Total de horas: 40 horas
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Annie Hintz y Julie Spider
30 años de experiencias como formadoras de equipos directivos internacionales. Profesoras del Master de Comercio 
Internacional de la Cámara de Álava.

DIRIGIDO POR

Talking about your organisation at a conference or trade
fair
Making an acceptance speech
Pitching your product or service
Negotiating an international deal

There are plenty of situations where good public speaking
skills can help you advance your career and 
create opportunities:

In short, being a good public speaker can enhance your
reputation, boost your self confidence and 
open up countless opportunities.

The course is also aimed at developing analytical and
communication skills that are necessary for successful 
business negotiations. The negotiation is described as a
complex three-stage process which consists of 
preparation, negotiating, and post-negotiation implementation
and evaluation. The students will be 
engaged in business games, trainings, group discussions and
creative tasks.

INTRODUCTION
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PROGRAMME

Getting started: how to open with impact

Effective openers

Signposting

Stating your purpose

Using, preparing and commenting on visual aids

Using your voice

Seven rules of rhetoric

How to close your presentation

How to deal with questions from the audience.

Introduction. What is negotiation? Definition Negotiation vs other social interactions

 Preparing the negotiations: Goal-setting: identifying your goals, options and criteria of success.

 Designing a negotiation plan. Creating a negotiation team

The actual negotiation stage: 3 phases of actual negotiations: initial phase, exploratory phase and finalization

Negotiation styles

Persuasion techniques

Post negotiation

Special negotiation cases; International and cross-culture negotiations

MODULE 1

MODULE 2

Minimum required level: B2 
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